A : A number of portable gamma cameras for medical imaging use scintillator-CCD based detectors. This paper compares the performance of a scintillator-CCD based portable gamma camera with either a columnar CsI:Tl or a pixelated GOS scintillator installed.
Introduction
In nuclear medical imaging, advances in detector technology have led to the development of a range of small field of view (SFOV) gamma cameras. These cameras are designed for intraoperative use (such as for sentinel lymph node biopsy) or as dedicated small-organ systems (such as for thyroid and parathyroid imaging) [1] . All cameras are designed to have the highest possible sensitivity -for detection of low activity features -and the best spatial resolution -to differentiate and localise regions of interest. The improvement of sensitivity and spatial resolution is often mutually exclusive, and a large amount of interest in both detector and collimator design is focussed on improving the trade-off between the two. There is also a drive towards reducing the size and weight of the typical components in a gamma camera to allow use within the restricted space of the operating theatre [1] .
A traditional large field of view (LFOV) medical gamma camera uses a NaI:Tl scintillatorbased detector, coupled to an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [2] . Many SFOV cameras use direct semiconductor detection -typically using materials such as CdTe or CZT which have high -1 -detection efficiencies for the photon energies found in nuclear medicine [3] [4] [5] [6] . A number of SFOV cameras are scintillator-based, and may use position sensitive PMTs [7] [8] [9] [10] , photodiodes [11, 12] , Si-PMs [13] , or charge coupled devices (CCDs) [14, 15] . As SFOV detectors are much smaller than their LFOV counterparts, they are able to use scintillators such as CsI:Tl or CsI:Na -which are of particular interest as they can be grown in columnar structures, reducing light spreading and so improving spatial resolution [16] -or newer ceramic scintillators (such as GOS) with good absorption properties. For scintillators which can't be grown in a columnar structure, powdered or single crystals can be arranged to form a pixelated detector to decrease light spread. As the cross-sectional areas of grown columnar structures are smaller than manufactured pixels, they show more of a reduction in light spread; pixelated detectors however may use reflective coatings to eliminate cross-talk between channels.
In this paper, we present a characterisation of a SFOV gamma camera with a pixelated GOS scintillator and compare this to results obtained with a columnar CsI:Tl scintillator fitted in the same CCD detector.
Materials and Methods

Camera
The Compact Gamma Camera (CGC) has been designed at the University of Leicester, in collaboration with the University of Nottingham, as a portable medical imaging gamma camera. The CGC uses a scintillator-based detector and has previously been fully characterised with a 600 µm thick CsI:Tl scintillator [17] using a set of protocols designed for the investigation of SFOV gamma camera performance [18] . These protocols form the basis of the experimental methods used in this investigation.
In the CGC, the scintillator is coupled to an e2v CCD97 electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) back-thinned to improve sensitivity [19] . The incorporation of an on-chip gain stage in the EMCCD reduces the effects of read noise. The EMCCD pixels (16 µm × 16 µm) have been binned (×4) to produce 64 µm × 64 µm square pixels, in a 128 × 128 array. The back of the CCD is thermally coupled to a thermoelectric cooler (TEC), which is itself coupled to a phase-change material. This maintains the CCD at < −10 • C for extended periods of operation, improving noise statistics.
The CGC detector is placed within an Al chamber which is held at a typical pressure of the order of 1 Pa. This allows for the continued use of hygroscopic scintillators, such as CsI:Tl, with limited deterioration, and improves the cooling performance of the system. The chamber is surrounded by 3 mm thick tungsten shielding.
A 6 mm thick tungsten collimator, with a 1 mm diameter, 60 • acceptance angle, knife edge pinhole is used for imaging to increase the detector FOV. In many extrinsic measurements, results are dominated by the performance of the collimator rather than the detector however these are included in the presented results since these are the characteristics most interesting to a medical practitioner.
Scintillators
A 1500 µm thick Hammatsu CsI:Tl scintillator [20] was used for this study. This scintillator has been produced with a columnar structure, with tightly packed narrow needles of CsI:Tl crystal. The CsI:Tl is backed onto a 500 µm thick amorphous carbon substrate. The substrate is mirrored to increase light collection, redirecting light back towards the CCD.
The GOS (Gd 2 O 2 S:Pr) scintillator was manufactured to our required dimensions by Toshiba [21] . The total scintillator package size is 8 mm × 8 mm × 1500 µm. Within the scintillator package is an array of 18 × 18 GOS pixels, each 400 µm square, separated by 40 µm thick reflectors painted with TiO 2 to constrain scintillation photons within each pixel. A section of this array is shown in figure 2 .
There are a number of factors that determine the suitability of a scintillator for a particular application. The greater the density and attenuation coefficient of the material, the greater the absorption of incident photons. Light yield indicates the number of scintillation photons that would be expected from a given energy input (affected strongly by scintillator composition) -the more scintillation photons produced, the easier a single X-or gamma ray event is to detect and the better the theoretical limit for energy resolution. Peak emission wavelength and refractive index affect the efficiency with which a given detector can detect scintillation photons. These factors are compared for CsI:Tl and GOS in table 1 for 140.5 keV -the photopeak for 99m Tc, the most common isotope used in nuclear medicine.
Coupling method
The scintillator is placed on the detecting area of the CCD and held in place with a flexible Kapton window. The method of scintillator-detector coupling used is known to have a significant effect on detector performance [26] . To ensure consistent testing conditions for the different scintillators with the same CCD, no optical grease or other coupling material was used.
Imaging process
A full image can consist of numerous frames, each taking ∼ 0.1 s to acquire. Images are stored in a proprietary event record format, which separates each image frame to allow for image processing. The image format records the x-position, y-position and signal level for each pixel in the frame which exceeds a pre-set threshold value.
Hot pixels were defined as those pixels recording counts above the expected thermal noise in more than 5% of frames in a dark image. Designated hot pixels are removed from each frame during the acquisition process.
-4 -After acquisition, images can be processed to convert the pixel signals on the CCD to an image that displays the magnitude and position of deposited energy throughout the acquisition time. The post-processing used depends on the type of scintillator installed.
Gamma reconstruction for CsI:Tl
When columnar CsI:Tl is installed in the CGC, each gamma photon interaction within the scintillator produces an approximately Gaussian light splash on the CCD [27] , with a typical width between two and ten pixels (see figure 3a ). The signal within each light splash is higher than the detector noise and so thermal and readout noise can be excluded during acquisition by setting a threshold equal to the mean of the noise peak plus 5σ.
The intensity of each light splash (and so the energy of each incident gamma photon) is calculated using an automatic scale selection algorithm often referred to as blob detection [27] . This algorithm identifies each light splash and calculates a representative Gaussian distribution with a peak amplitude A and standard deviation σ. The energy of the incident gamma photon is derived from the total signal within each light splash -given by 2π Aσ 2 -and a single gamma event is placed at the centroid of the light splash [27] . The spread of scintillation light in the CsI:Tl is limited by its columnar structure whereas the GOS scintillation photons are constrained within the manufactured pixels. Note that in both cases a large number of scintillation photons have been detected but reconstruction is needed to equate these to individual gamma interactions.
Gamma reconstruction for GOS
With the GOS pixelated scintillator installed in the CGC, each gamma photon interaction within the scintillator produces a number of scintillator photons which are constrained within the GOS pixel in which the interaction occurs (see figure 3b ). The 400 µm square GOS pixels each cover approximately 49 CCD pixels. The lower scintillation photon yield of GOS compared to CsI:Tl, -5 -along with the larger area over which the light is typically spread, means that signal levels within each CCD pixel are not significantly higher than the background noise and so thresholding is not applied during acquisition.
After installation of the GOS scintillator, the area of the CCD corresponding to each GOS pixel was determined. During gamma reconstruction, the CCD image was binned into an 18 × 18 pixel image corresponding to the GOS array. In contrast with the CsI:Tl acquisition, where only events above a threshold are recorded, this method records a signal in each pixel in every frame however many of these will not be due to a gamma event.
Further image correction
After gamma reconstruction, an energy window is typically applied to exclude noise and scattered photons. Due to the energy resolution of the system of > 54% at the energy investigated [17] , this could not be applied to data from the CGC. Instead, image reconstruction was carried out on a background image taken over ∼ 30 minutes. The resulting spectrum of this image was fitted with a Gaussian curve to identify the noise peak. During image analysis, only events with an energy greater than the mean of the noise peak plus 5σ were used. In practice, this excluded very few events from the CsI:Tl images (as detector noise had already been thresholded during acquisition). This technique means that the scattered and fluorescence photons that would ideally be excluded from the image are included in this analysis -the energy resolution of the system and implications of this are discussed in section 4.
Dark images, with no incident illumination, were taken regularly during experimentation, and an appropriate dark image (corrected for any difference in exposure time) was subtracted before further analysis. A master flat image was then created by subtracting an appropriate dark image from a flood image and normalizing the resulting image to its maximum value. Images could then be corrected for flat field effects by dividing by this master flat image.
A portion of the image containing a known defect on the CCD was excluded from analysis.
Experimental setup
The characterisation parameters investigated were spatial resolution (intrinsic and extrinsic), sensitivity (intrinsic and extrinsic), count rate capability and intrinsic signal uniformity. The images acquired to achieve this are described below -the rationale behind the setup used has been described in more detail previously [17, 18] . Characterisation was performed using 99m Tc -a common isotope in medical imaging with a photopeak energy of 140.5 keV and a half-life of six hours. A 99m Tc-pertechnate solution was provided by the Nuclear Medicine Department, Leicester Royal Infirmary, with varying concentrations. The solution was used to fill a 2 mm diameter, 5 mm depth, well source and the contained activity was measured with a CAPINTEC CRC-55tR dose calibrator. The activity used for each characterisation test is given in table 2. In each case the starting activity has been given -for long and multiple acquisitions this starting activity decayed during the course of the experiment and calculations took this into account. Count rate capability was measured first with a source activity that could be seen to saturate the detector, for further tests activities were used within the count rate capability of the detector.
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Count rate capability
The point source was placed at a distance of 100 mm from the detector. The activity contained within the point source was chosen to ensure that the image was initially saturated. A 2000 frame (approximately 3 1/2 minute) image was acquired every hour for several days until the source had decayed to an undetectable level. Counts per second incident on the detector were calculated using solid angle formulae and plotted against recorded counts per second. The maximum recorded count rate and the point at which the count rate capability curve deviated from a straight line by more than 20% were calculated. As the full image was not used for this analysis due to a CCD defect (section 2.2.3), the recorded rates were calculated per pixel and then multiplied by the total number of pixels on the CCD.
Intrinsic sensitivity and intrinsic uniformity
The point source was placed at a distance of 100 mm from the detector and imaged over 20000 frames (approximately 34 minutes).
Solid angle formulae were used to determine the incident counts on the detector allowing intrinsic sensitivity to be reported as a percentage of incident counts as previously described [17] .
Intrinsic spatial resolution
A 10 mm thick lead transmission mask, containing a 3 mm × 20 mm rectangular slit was placed on the camera face -at a distance of 7 mm from the detector. The point source was placed at a distance of 200 mm from the detector. Although the mask was placed as close to the detector as possible some spreading of photons between the mask and the detector are expected. The geometry of the setup used would be expected to artificially degrade the measured intrinsic spatial resolution by ∼ 75 µm for a centred source. Images were recorded over 5000 frames (8 1/2 minutes).
The resulting slit images were analysed using the edge response function technique to produce a line spread function (LSF) [17] . The full width half maximum (FWHM) and full width tenth maximum (FWTM) of the resulting LSF were calculated. For more detail of this process and example images please see Bugby et al. 2014 [17] .
Extrinsic spatial resolution
Extrinsic measurements were taken with a 1 mm diameter knife-edge pinhole collimator, with a 60 • acceptance angle, placed at a distance of 10 mm from the detector. The point source was imaged over 2000 frame (approximately 3 1/2 minute) at 10 different distances from 20 mm to 200 mm -7 -from the collimator face. Where possible, images were recorded both with and without Perspex filling the space between collimator and source, to a maximum thickness of 77.5 mm of Perspex. Figure 4 shows examples of the point source images obtained with each detector. The resulting images of the point source were fitted with a 2-dimensional Gaussian. Spatial resolution was then defined as the mean FWHM of the fitted distribution. Spatial resolution was calculated using this technique for each measured distance, and these values were used to calculate the linear relationship between spatial resolution and imaging distance. 
Extrinsic sensitivity
Extrinsic sensitivity was calculated with the same images as described for extrinsic spatial resolution.
During analysis for spatial resolution, a two dimensional Gaussian function was fitted to the image of the point source. This fit provided a background offset -attributed to scattered or fluorescence photons -which was subtracted from all pixels before sensitivity analysis. The counts recorded within the image were divided by the activity of the source to give sensitivity in cps/MBq. The reported parameter was sensitivity at a nominal distance of 50 mm from the collimator, both with and without scattering media.
Results
The performance characteristics for each scintillator are summarised in table 3. The most significant difference seen between the two types of scintillator was for intrinsic spatial resolution, which was calculated to be 230 µm for the CsI:Tl scintillator and 1090 µm for the GOS scintillator.
When looking at extrinsic resolution, a straight line provided a better fit to the CsI:Tl data (with a mean R 2 > 0.999) compared to GOS data (R 2 > 0.995) and the CsI:Tl results also provided a closer match to the theoretical geometric resolution of the 1 mm diameter pinhole collimator --8 -0.1d +1 [28] . This is due to the effect of the smaller intrinsic resolution for CsI:Tl. The fits tabulated in table 3 are for d ≤ 50 mm to allow comparison at these distances and will not be representative at larger distances.
There is also a large difference in intrinsic sensitivity measurements, the CsI:Tl scintillator was found to have a sensitivity of 40% whereas the sensitivity for GOS was 54%. Both of these values are less than the theoretical maximum sensitivity (table 1) .
Extrinsic sensitivity was also higher for the GOS scintillator although this showed a slightly larger reduction in counts when scattering material was introduced. The theoretical drop in detected counts through 50 mm of Perspex is ∼ 57% [29] . Although this value is within the errors for both scintillators, the directly calculated drop for GOS was extremely close -56% -whereas it was only 50% of CsI:Tl. This might suggest that a higher number of low energy events (e.g. fluorescence photons) are included in the CsI:Tl images. 
Discussion
There is often a trade off in the design of gamma detectors for medical imaging and the characterisation performed here shows that this is also the case with the scintillators tested. From the characterisation performed in this paper, GOS would appear to be the better choice for clinical imaging when sensitivity is key however the pixel size does limit its utility for imaging. The CsI:Tl scintillator is a better choice when precise localisation of sources is required due to its superior intrinsic spatial resolution.
The utility of the GOS scintillator is also greatly limited by the count rate capability. The maximum number of individual events is constrained by the large size of the GOS pixels and the frame rate of the imaging electronics. Both spatial resolution and count rate capability of the -9 -GOS pixelated scintillator could be improved by reducing the size of the GOS pixels, which is not currently a cost-effective solution.
An energy resolution of 54% at 140.5 keV has previously been reported for the CGC using a 600 µm thick CsI:Tl scintillator [17] , whereas in the work described here the energy peak could not be resolved at all. This reduction in energy resolution compared to previously reported results requires further investigation. In previous tests, the scintillator was coupled to the CCD with a thin layer of optical grease and it may be that the improved coupling efficiency when this is used explains the improved energy resolution. The difference in performance with and without optical grease will be reported in a future paper.
The detector signal to noise contributes to the energy resolution that may be achieved with scintillators. A reduction in temperature of the detector would therefore also be expected to improve energy resolution. The operating temperature of the CGC is limited by the self-contained phasechange cooling system, chosen for portability and appropriateness for use in surgical theatre. At the temperatures the CGC can reach (−10 • C minimum), signal levels, in particular for GOS, are close to the thermal noise background. Energy thresholding as used in this report (in contrast with the energy windowing more commonly used) can produce clinical images [30] .
Conclusion
The performance of GOS and CsI:Tl scintillators in a portable medical imaging gamma camera has been evaluated and compared. The pixelated GOS scintillator was significantly more sensitive than the CsI:Tl but with a poorer spatial resolution and count rate capability. GOS would be most appropriate for use in low-signal situations where high sensitivity is required but spatial resolution is not of particular concern. The CsI:Tl scintillator is the better choice for situations where high spatial resolution is a necessity, particularly if there are few time constraints on the length of images to be recorded.
Further work is needed to determine whether better coupling between the scintillator and the CCD would improve the energy resolution and so improve the overall performance of the of the CGC.
